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Four different Lewis acids that might participate in a tetrel bond with a nucleophile (SEt2Me
+, NMe4
+, 
SMe2, NMe3) are examined.  The NMR chemical shifts of the methyl C and H atoms are calculated as the 
CH bond lengths are systematically stretched and contracted, in the absence of a base.  The C shielding 
diminishes by roughly 2 ppm for a stretch of 0.01 Å, while that of H drops by only 0.3 ppm.  The 
deshieldings caused purely by the bond length changes are far too small to account for the amounts that are 
computed when the nucleophile is actually present. 
 
 






Following the earliest proposal that a H atom could serve as a bridge between two separate molecules in 
a H-bond (HB) came a flurry of activity intended to identify spectroscopic markers by which the presence 
of such a bond could be detected [1-4].  It was soon learned that the formation of a HB leads to a reduction 
in the bridging proton’s NMR chemical shielding that was of large enough magnitude to serve as a signpost 
of its presence, as well as characteristic changes in the vibrational spectrum.  The recent development of 
ideas concerning noncovalent bonds that are closely related to HBs, but wherein the bridging proton is 
replaced by one of numerous more electronegative atoms, as in halogen or pnicogen bonds, brings to the 
fore the issue as to whether NMR spectra can be used to identify the presence of these bonds as well.  And 
indeed, there has been some success in this endeavor, where such bonds can in fact be detected, and further, 
that the extent of the chemical shifts might serve as a quantitative measure of their strength [5-16]. 
Perhaps the most recent newcomer to the set of H-bond analogues is the tetrel bond (TB).  The lesser 
electronegativity of the tetrel atom (T= C, Si, etc), as compared to its neighbors to its right in the periodic 
table, offers the possibility of a more intense σ-hole, and perhaps a stronger noncovalent bond as well.  On 
the other hand, the four substituents normally surrounding a tetrel atom might obstruct the approach of a 
nucleophile, thereby impeding and/or weakening such a bond.  Nonetheless, there has appeared in the 
literature a good deal of evidence that such tetrel bonds do form, along with the principles which govern 
their strength and the steric issues to which they are subject [7,17-27].  It is understood, for example, that 
tetrel bonds are strengthened by electron-withdrawing substituents, or by larger size of the tetrel atom, i.e. 
C < Si < Ge.  These bonds are far more common than earlier thought [28] within the context of proteins. 
Given these principles, one might anticipate that the CH3 group might participate in only very weak 
tetrel bonds, if at all.  Yet the literature is replete [13,29-31] with molecular structures which fit neatly into 
the fingerprint of a methyl tetrel bond.  That is, the nucleophile B approaches the R-CH3 methyl group 
along the extension of the R-C bond, and the interatomic C∙∙B distance is shorter than the sum of their vdW 
atomic radii [31-34].  A recent review of crystal structures [35] has revealed a wealth of methyl tetrel bonds 
within an entire class of proteins. 
And further, there is accumulating evidence that such methyl TBs are an integral component in the 
catalytic activity of various enzymes [36-38].  Because of the presence of the H substituents on a methyl 
group, it might be tempting to naively classify this interaction as a trifurcated CH∙∙B H-bond, i.e. to assume 
that B interacts with the H rather than the C atom.  However, tetrel and H-bonds have different properties, 
and obey differing rules regarding their strength.  As an example of where this distinction might be of even 
more importance, there is a class of enzymes whose principle purpose is the transfer of a methyl group 
from one entity to another.  A first step in the activity of this enzyme is the approach of the methyl acceptor 
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atom toward the methyl group.  The transfer of the methyl group is facilitated by formation of a tetrel bond 
between the two, while a CH∙∙B H-bond would not serve this function, and might even inhibit the reaction. 
With this distinction in mind, it is important to have a means of determining whether a given system 
contains a tetrel or a CH∙∙B HB.  A prime tool in analyzing molecular structure and interactions is spectral 
in nature, most importantly vibrational and NMR.  In order to provide some guidance as to the 
interpretation of this sort of experimental information in terms of TB vs HB, a recent set of calculations 
[39] had considered the spectroscopic consequences of the formation of a TB involving a methyl group, 
and how these trends differ from what is observed when this same group is involved in a CH··O HB.  It was 
found that formation of a TB caused a substantive deshielding of the methyl C atom, in amounts varying 
between 3 and 14 ppm, but the changes in the methyl protons were much more modest, typically less than 1 
ppm.  The spectroscopic consequences of a CH∙∙O HB were quite different, with greatly reduced 
deshielding of the C and increased deshielding of the H nucleus. 
Given the fact that the formation of either a tetrel or a H-bond typically leads to a change of the T-H 
bond length, and with the presumption that the distance between the nuclei will have an effect upon their 
chemical shielding, it is natural to wonder if the former is the primary cause of the latter.  In other words, 
the effects of the TB can be conceptually divided into two separate components, each of which is 
anticipated to affect the shielding around the nuclei.  As a direct effect, the approach of the nucleophile will 
perturb the electronic structure of the Lewis acid, via polarization and charge transfer phenomena.  More 
indirectly, the T-H bond lengths will change, which will in turn influence the nuclear shieldings.  The 
disentangling of these two phenomena is not only of theoretical interest, but is also of importance in 
interpreting experimental structural and spectroscopic data.  Resolution of this question would address, for 
example, the issue as to whether a measured chemical shift can be used to infer the T-H bond lengths.  In a 
related practical question, how much of a T-H bond extension or contraction would be required for the 
chemical shift to surpass a given measurement threshold? 
The current work addresses this point specifically.  A set of Lewis acids with a propensity to engage in 
methyl tetrel bonding are considered.  In the absence of the perturbing effect of a nucleophile upon the 
electronic structure, the methyl r(CH) bond lengths are systematically stretched and contracted, and 
chemical shielding calculated for each such geometric configuration.  In this way, the connection between 
NMR and geometric data is assessed directly and unambiguously for a set of diverse Lewis acids.  
SYSTEMS AND METHODS 
A methyl group was placed in the contexts of four different Lewis acids.  The first of these is the 
cationic S(Et)2Me
+ system, which is a model of the sulfonium group that is an important element in a 
number of methyl transferase enzymes wherein the interaction between its transferring methyl group and a 
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nucleophile is of some recent concern [37,38,40-42].  The effect of overall charge was examined by 
replacing this cation by the neutral SMe2 molecule.  An alternate atom to which the methyl group might be 
covalently attached is N.  Both the cationic N(Me)4
+ and its neutral N(Me)3 analogue were thus also 
considered. 
Calculations were carried out with the Gaussian-09 program suite [43], applying the M06-2X DFT 
functional within the framework of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.  The geometry of each Lewis acid molecule 
was first fully optimized, with all positive frequencies confirming the presence of a minimum.  Then the 
r(CH) bond lengths of a methyl group were changed in small uniform increments and decrements, with the 
remainder of the geometry frozen.  The NMR chemical shifts of the C and H atoms of this methyl group 
were then computed for each such altered geometry. 
RESULTS 
The optimized geometries of the four potential methyl tetrel bonding species are displayed in Fig 1, 
along with their equilibrium r(CH) bond lengths.  In most cases, all three CH bonds are of the same length, 
with the exception of the neutral N(CH3)3 where the H atom that lies anti to the N lone pair is a bit further 
from the N (by 0.013 Å) than are the other two protons which are positioned opposite a N-C bond.  The 
chemical shielding of the C and H nuclei of the methyl groups in these four systems are reported in Table 1.  
(Also listed in the last row are the same quantities for the standard reference tetramethylsilane (TMS) so 
that the standard chemical shift δ may be derived.) 
 
 




Table 1.  Calculated chemical shielding (ppm) of methyl C and Ha atoms 
 C H 
S(Et)2Me
+ 162.473 28.899 
S(Me)2 172.482 29.622 
N(Me)4
+ 135.954 28.481 
N(Me)3 146.460 29.479 
TMS 194.149 31.621 
aaverage of three methyl protons 
 
For each of these moieties, the r(CH) bond was stretched or contracted from its equilibrium length in 
fixed increments, and the chemical shift recalculated. The effect of each of these changes in bond length 
upon the chemical shielding is displayed in Fig 2a and 2b for the H and C atoms, respectively.  The black 
lines correspond to the systems with a central S atom, with N represented by red curves.  Solid lines 
indicate cations and neutral molecules are shown by broken curves. 
There are several trends which are common to all of the species, charged and neutral, containing either 
S or N as central atom.  In the first place, stretching of the C-H bonds leads to reduced shielding around 
both the H and C atoms (with the exception of the N(CH3)4
+ cation discussed below).  The C shielding is 
far more sensitive than is the proton shielding.  For example, a stretch of r(CH) by 0.20 Å deshields the 
protons by roughly 0.6 ppm, while the C atom shielding drops by some 4 ppm.  If one were to fit the curves 
in Fig 2 to a straight line, the slope of the H shielding is -28 ppm/Å, whereas the C shielding drops by some 
200 ppm for a 1 Å elongation. 
 
 
Fig 2. Changes in chemical shielding of a) H and b) C nuclei of methyl groups caused by contraction and stretching 
of methyl CH lengths from equilibrium.  Black curves refer to species with S central atom and red to N.  





It is notable that, with the exception of N(CH3)4
+, the data for the other three systems are fairly uniform 
from one to the next, regardless of whether the species is charged or neutral, or whether S or N serves as 
central atom.  The curves are also quite close to linear relations between ∆σ and ∆r(CH).  For example, the 
correlation coefficient for these two parameters is between 0.99 and 1.00 for ∆σH for each system.  The 
same is true for ∆σC, with the exception of N(CH3)4
+, where this quantity drops to 0.93.  The poorer 
correlation in the latter case is connected with an increase in the C chemical shielding for r(CH) stretches 
from equilibrium between 0.004 and 0.010 Å, as may be seen by the behavior of the solid red curve in Fig 
2b.  This greater shielding of C is also mirrored by a larger decrease in the H shielding over this same 
range, cf Fig 2a. 
With an eye on the trends in Fig 2 it is possible to determine the importance of the r(CH) changes 
caused by TB formation upon the NMR spectra.  Previous calculations [24,44,45] have shown that the CH 
bond lengths of methyl tetrel bonds change by less than 5 mÅ, stretched in some cases and contracted in 
others.  The second column of Table 2 shows these CH bond length changes in a set of specific [39] tetrel-
bonded systems.  This bond change leads to a predicted change in the chemical shielding of both H and C 
using Fig 2 as a guide, a change which is due solely to the elongation/contraction of the CH bond in the 
absence of the nucleophile.  This prediction is reported in the ∆r columns of Table 2.  The succeeding 
columns display the shielding change actually calculated [39] for the full system, including the nucleophile 
and its perturbation of the Lewis acid wave function. 
 
Table 2.  Methyl CH bond length changes in various tetrel-bonded systems, along with calculated changes in proton 
chemical shielding (ppm).  ∆r refers to the shielding change predicted solely on the basis of stretch or contraction of 
CH bond length, and full corresponds to that calculated in presence of nucleophile. 
 ∆r(CH), mÅ ∆σ(H) ∆σ(H) 
  ∆r full ∆r full 
SMe3+··NH3 -1.5 0.04 -0.35 0.30 -5.79 
SMe3+··OH2 -1.0 0.03 -0.28 0.20 -4.66 
SMe3+··OCH3- +1.5 -0.04 -1.60 -0.30 -13.85 
SMe2··OH- -3.0 0.08 -1.31 0.60 -7.42 
SMe2··HCOO- -1.5 0.04 -0.74 0.30 -7.13 
NMe4+··OCHNH2 -1.5 0.04 -0.43 0.30 -2.71 
 
It is immediately evident that removal of the nucleophile, leaving behind only its effect on the CH bond 
lengths, leads to results vastly different than in the full dimer.  In the first place, the magnitudes of the 
shielding changes caused purely by bond length changes are much smaller than the full values.  Secondly, 
their signs are even different in a number of cases.  The SMe3+··NH3 system is a case in point: the 1.5 mÅ 
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contraction of the methyl CH bonds would lead to increased shielding on the H and C atoms of 0.04 and 
0.30 ppm, respectively.  But the electronic perturbations caused by the nucleophile in the full dimer predict 
reduced shielding, by 0.35 and 5.79 ppm for H and C, respectively. 
One can imagine another scenario wherein for each particular value of r(CH) the remainder of the 
geometry of the molecule is allowed to adjust, rather than being held frozen.  When the geometry of the 
S(Et)2Me
+ system was accordingly reoptimized in this fashion, the results were barely changed.  The H 
shielding was not affected by the reoptimization at all, while the C shift was only slightly weaker, reduced 
by 8%.  In calculations such as these, there is always the question as to whether the data are sensitive to the 
choice of basis set.  When these calculations were repeated for the S(Et)2Me
+ system using the larger aug-
cc-pVTZ basis set, there was no change observed in the increment caused in the 1H chemical shift by 
stretching or compressing the r(CH) bond.  The 13C shift was only slightly affected, with the sensitivity of 
shielding to bond length increasing by only 7%.  
Finally, one may wonder about how the shielding of the C and H atoms are affected by a contraction or 
stretch of the bond between C and the heavy atom to which it is attached, rather than to the H.  Again using 
the S(Et)2Me
+ cation as a prototype, the dependence of the H shielding upon the r(CS) bond length was 
reduced by an order of magnitude when compared to its sensitivity to r(CH).  That is, a CS bond stretch of 
0.01 Å lowered the H shielding by 0.03 ppm, as compared to a reduction of 0.3 ppm for an equivalent 
elongation of r(CH).  The C shielding, on the other hand, is affected by a CS stretch in roughly the same 
measure as by a CH stretch.  Whereas a stretch of C-H by 0.01 Å lowers the C shielding by 1.66 ppm, the 
same elongation of r(CS) reduces σ by the slightly smaller amount of 1.40 ppm. 
In summary, the chemical shielding of both the C and H nuclei of a methyl group is inversely 
proportional to the r(C-H) bond length.  The shielding rises if this bond is contracted and is reduced as the 
bond is stretched.  The shielding on the C atom is more sensitive to this elongation than is H.  A 0.01 Å 
stretch in r(CH) reduces the C shielding by some 2 ppm while that of H drops by only 0.3 ppm.  Although 
there is some sensitivity to the particular entity on which the methyl group is situated, these trends are fairly 
consistent, extending to both neutral and cationic systems, as well as to chemical environments, whether 
the methyl group is bonded to S or N.  The effects of these bond length changes upon the chemical 
shielding are fairly small when compared to those engendered by the participation of the methyl group in a 
noncovalent interaction, such as a tetrel bond, and not always of the same sign.  It is concluded that the 
observed NMR spectral features cannot be directly attributed to changes in methyl CH bond length caused 
by noncovalent bond formation.   
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It is stressed finally that the dependence of nuclear shielding upon CH bond length exhibited in Fig 2, is 
independent of the particular phenomenon that might be causing these bonds to stretch.  That is, these 
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